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1. Introduction
Many graph rewrite systems use graphs with
indirection nodes; an indirection node of a graph
is a node with a single successor which only purpose is to redirect its incoming arcs to its successor. For instance, graph rewrite systems used in
implementations of functional languages have indirection nodes [3,5]. Another example can be
found in [l]. The process of transforming a graph
by redirecting an incoming arc of an indirection
node to the successor of the indirection node is
called indirection reduction.
A useful property of many rewrite systems is
the confluence property; for instance, it implies
uniqueness of normal forms. To prove the confluence property of a graph rewrite system with
indirection reductions one can, for instance, use
results of Van den Broek and Van der Hoeven [6],
or Rosen [4]. In either case one has to prove the
confluence property for the graph rewrite system
which has indirection reductions only. This is the
subject of this paper.
The confluence property for indirection reductions does not hold for concrete graphs, as one
can see by looking at the simple example of a
graph with two nodes which are both indirection
nodes and have each other as successor. So we
have to consider abstract graphs, i.e., isomorphism
classes of concrete graphs, which explains why the
problem is nontrivial.
0020-0190/88/$3.50
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Note that the problem becomes trivial when
one only considers acyclic graphs; this solution
was chosen by Ehrig and Rosen [2].
This paper is organised as follows. The next
section contains the necessary definitions and notation conventions which are used in this paper. In
Section 3 we introduce equivalence relations on
nodes and arcs of indirection graphs and prove a
number of properties of these. In Section 4 we
prove the confluence of a graph rewrite system
which has only indirection reductions.

2. Definitions

and notation

A rewrite system is a tuple (B, =>),where B is
a set and = is a binary relation on B.
Here we consider the case where B is the set of
indirection graphs. An indirection graph G (we
drop the prefix ‘indirection’ from now on) is a
5-tuple (N, A, S, T, I),where:
l N is a finite set; its elements are called the
nodes of G,
l A is a finite set; its elements are called the arcs
of G,
0 S is a mapping from A to N; it associates to
each arc from A its source in N,
l T is a mapping from A to N; it associates to
each arc from A its target in N,
0 I is a subset of N; its elements are called
indirection nodes,
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such that the outdegree of each x E I is equal to 1,
i.e., for each x E Z we have
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these exist an integer k 2 1 and k elements
n,,...,
nk of N such that
m=n,,

I{aEAIS(a)=x}

1 =l.

n=n

With each graph G we associate a mapping
succ, : Z + N defined by succ,( n) = T(a), where
a is the unique element of A with S(a) = n. We
denote succ,(n) = m by n jG m, and the reflexive transitive closure of +G by -z .
The binary relation * on B is given by: If G
and G’ are graphs and G = (N, A, S, T, I), then
G 3 G’ if and only if G = (N, A, S, T’, I) and
there exists an a E A with T(a) E I such that T’
satisfies
for each x of A with x # a,

T’(x)

= T(x)

T’(a)

= succ,(T(a)).

(2b)

k,

-+G

n,+,

or

n,+,

foralli=l,2

-So

,...,

n,

k-l.

(2c)

On A we shall consider the equivalence
zG defined by
a= Gb

w

T(a)

relation

aG T(b).

(3)

The usefulness of these equivalence relations stems
from the fact that they are invariant for indirection reductions.
3.1. Theorem. If G -

(lb)

From G * G’ it follows that G’ =
(N, A, S, T’, I) and there exists an a E A with
T(a) E Z such that equations (1) hold. To prove
aG = aG, it is sufficient to prove the following
implications:

relations

In order to prove confluence of indirection
reductions in the next section we shall define in
this section equivalence relations on the sets of
nodes and arcs of a graph and derive a number of
properties of these.
In the remainder of this section, G will be the
graph (N, A, S, T, I>.
We shall consider the equivalence relation aG
on N generated by the function succ,; so, n E N
and m E N are equivalent (n ccc m) if and only if
144

(2a)

(la)

Informally, G 3 G’ if and only if G’ can be
obtained from G by giving an arc of G whose
target is an indirection node b the new target
succ,(b). The process of actually replacing G by
G’ is called an indirection reduction.
The reflexive transitive closure of 3 is denoted by ** .
The aim of this paper is to show that this
rewrite system is confluent, i.e., if G A* Gl and
Gd*
G2 for some graphs G, Gl, and G2, then
there exist graphs Gl’ and G2’ which are isomorphic such that Gl d* Gl’ and G2 ** G2’.

3. Equivalence

n,

n,,

G’, then aG = aGJ .

Proof.

~+~q
P-'G'4

3

paGrq
paG

q

foreachp,qEN,

(4a)

foreach

tab)

p, qEN.

We shall only prove equation (4a), the proof of
equation (4b) being similar. Suppose p +G q for
some p, q E N. Then, p E I and there exists a
b E A with S(b) =p and T(b) = q. If b # a, then
equation (la) gives T’(b) = q, so we have p -+G, q
and thus p aGr q. Now consider the case a = b.
Equation (lb) gives T’(b) = succ,(q),
so there
exists a c E A with S(c) = q and T(c) = T’(b). If
c = a, then c = b, thus S(c) = S(b) and we obtain
p = q, which implies p ccc, q. Finally, if c Z a,
then equation (la) gives T’(c) = T(c), whence
becomes qjGr
T’(b)
and we
S(c) -+G’ T’(c)
have q aGr T’(b). Since we also have p aGj T’(b),
it follows that p aG, q. EI
3.2. Theorem.

Zf G * G’, then zc

= zG, .

From G =) G’ it follows that G’ =
(N, A, S, T’, I) and there exists an a E A with
T(a) E Z such that equations (1) hold. To prove

Proof.
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to prove the following

T'(b)a,, T'(c)

Vb, CEA.

(5)

We shall only prove the implication from left to
right in equation (5) the proof from right to left
being similar. First consider the case where b + a
and c # a. Then, equation (la) gives T(b) = T’(b)
and T(c) = T’(c),
and thus T(b) aG T(c) *
T’(b) ao T’(c); Theorem 3.1 now implies T’(b)
ao, T’(c). The case where b = a and c = a is
trivial: b = c implies T’(b) ao, T’(c).
Finally,
consider the case where c = a and b # a. Equation
(la) gives T(b) = T’(b), so T(b) ao T(c) implies
T’(b) aG T(c).
Equation (lb) gives T’(c) =
succ,( T( c)), so T(c) ao T’(c). Together, this gives
T’(b) ccc T’(c), so from Theorem 3.1 we obtain
T’(b)a,,
T’(C).
0
From equation (3) it follows that there exists an
injective mapping F from equivalence classes of
arcs of G to equivalence classes of nodes of G
defined by the property that if x E A and x belongs to the equivalence class Q, then T(x) belongs to F(Q).
3.3. Theorem. The mapping
indirection reductions.
Proof.

G*

F is invariant

under

Suppose

G’=

(N, A, S, T’, Z).

F is invariant under indirection reductions if T(x)
aG T’(x)
for each XE A since if XE Q, then
F(Q) is the equivalence class containing T(x).
There exists an a E A such that equations (1) hold.
From these equations it follows that T(x) aG
T’(x)
for each XGA
if T(a) aG succo(T(a)),
which is true by definition.
q
Another useful property is that two equivalent
nodes always have a common succ-descendant.
3.4. Theorem. Zf m, n E N and m ao n, then there
exists a p E N such that m -+z p and n -+z p.
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Proof. From m aG n it follows that there exists a
k>l
and k elements n,,n,,...,n,
such that
equations (2) hold. The proof is by induction on
k.
The base step is trivial: k = 1, m = n = p.
Znduction step: suppose k > 1 and there exists a
p E N such that rnjz
p and nk_, -z p. From
equation (2~) we have either nkPl +o nk or nk
p, which
-+G nk_l. If nk -+o nkP,, then n-g
establishes the desired result. Suppose nk_ 1 +G nk.
If n&l =p, then m -z n, which also establishes
the desired result. If n k ~, Z p, then we have n k _ ,
-)G4 -z p for some q E N which is only possible if q = nk. This proves the theorem.
0
3.5. Theorem. Each equivalence
at most one element of N\Z.

class of N contains

Suppose m, n E N\Z
and ma,
n. From
Theorem 3.4 it follows that there exists a p E N
withm+,*pandn-+Ep.Thus,m=pandn=p,
which proves the theorem.
0

Proof.

A succ-cycle is a set of elements c,, c2,. . . , c, of
N for some n > 1 with c, +G c,+, for all i =
1,2,...,
n - 1 and c, +G c,.
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of our definition of a graph.
Lemma. (a) Zf c, c’ E N, c belongs to some succcycle and c -2: c’, then c’ also belongs to this
succ-cycle.
(b) Two succ-cycles are either equal or disjoint.
(c) AN elements of a succ-cycle belong to 1.

3.6. Theorem. Each equivalence
at most one succ-cycle.

class of N contains

Proof. Suppose m, n EN, m ao n and both m
and n belong to a succ-cycle. From Theorem 3.4 it
follows that there exists a p E N with m +G p
and n +z p. From part (a) of the Lemma it
follows that p belongs to both succ-cycles. From
part (b) of the Lemma it then follows that both
succ-cycles are equal, which proves the theorem.
0
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3.7. Theorem. No equivalence class of N contains
both an element of N\I and a succ-cycle.

Q\Q(n,).
According to Theorem 3.4 there exists
an n2E Q with n, -s n2 and m +z n2. For
each n E Q(n,) we have n -$ n, and thus n -$

Proof. Suppose m E N\I,
n E N, m aG n and n
belongs to a succ-cycle. From Theorem 3.4 it
follows that there exists a p EN with m +z p
and n -z p. Then m =p, since m E N\I,
and p
belongs to the cycle, due to part (a) of the Lemma.
Thus, m belongs to the succ-cycle, which is a
contradiction to the fact that m E N\I,
due to
part (c) of the Lemma. This proves the theorem.

n,. Hence, Q(nl>c Q(n,>,ma Q(q), and mE
Q(n,),
so Q(n,) is a proper subset of Q(n,).
Proceeding in this manner we end up with an
nk E Q with Q(n,) = Q, which proves the existence of a p E Q with n -g p for each n E Q. If
Q is of type A, then there is an m E Q with
m E N\I.
From m +z p it then follows that m =
p. If Q is of type B, then p E I, p +a succo(p)
and succ,( p) -$ p, so p belongs to a succ-cycle.
This proves the theorem.
q

q

3.8. Theorem. Each equivalence class of N contains
either an element of N/I or a succ-cycle.
Proof. Suppose m E N and m belongs to an equivalence class Q with contains no elements of N\Z.
Then we can form the infinite sequence m, = m,
m,, . . . with m, E Q and mi jG mi+l for
m,,...,
all i > 1. Since Q is finite, Q contains a succ-cycle,
which proves the theorem.
q
From Theorems 3.5-3.8 we conclude that the
equivalence classes of N can be divided into two
types, which we call type A and type B: an equivalence class of type A contains one element of
N\Z and no succ-cycles; an equivalence class of
type B contains one succ-cycle and no elements of
N\I.
We have already seen that equivalence
classes are invariant under indirection reductions
(see Theorem 3.1). The type of an equivalence
class is also invariant under indirection reductions, since the subset I of N is invariant under
indirection reductions.
3.9. Theorem. Each equivalence class Q of N contains an element p E Q such that n +g p for each
nEQ.
IfQisoftypeA,
thenpEN\Z;
ifQisof
type B, then p belongs to the succ-cycle of Q.
Proof. Let Q be an equivalence class of N. For
each n E Q, let Q(n) be the subset of Q given by
{n’EQln’--+z

n}.

Let n, E Q. If Q(n,) = Q, then n, has the desired
properties. Otherwise, let m be an element of
146

4. Confluence

of indirection reductions

In this section we shall prove the confluence
property for indirection reductions. G will again
stand for the graph (N, A, S, T, I). The next
theorem says that just as a single indirection reduction gives an arc a the new target succ,( T( a)),
a series of indirection reductions can give an arc a
the new target n, where T(a) +g n.
4.1. Theorem. Let a E A, n E N, and T(a) +$ n.
Then there exists a graph G’ = (N, A, S, T’, I)
such that G ** G’, T’(a) = n, and T’(x) = T(x)
foreachxEAwithx#a.
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the
lenght of T(a) -z n. The base step, where n =
succo(T(a))
is trivial. Suppose T(a) -g m +o n.
By the induction hypothesis there exists a graph
G” = (N, A, S, T”, Z) such that G ** G”,
T”(a)=m,
and T”(x) = T(x) for each x EA
with x # a. Suppose m +o” n. Then there exists a
graph G’ = (N, A, S, T’, I)
with G” = G’,
T’(a)=n,
and T’(x)=
T”(x)
for each SEA
with x # a, from which it follows that the claim of
the theorem holds. Now consider the case where
m +o,, n does not hold. Let c be the unique
element of A with S(c) = m. Since T(c) = n and
T”(c) # n, it follows that c = a. Thus, T(a) = n,
and the claim of the theorem holds with G’ = G.
0
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G is called a final graph if a c(o b * T(a) =
r(b) for each a, b E A. Each graph can be reduced to a final graph.
4.2. Theorem.
Gd*
G’.

There exists a final graph G’ with

Proof. Let Q be an equivalence class of A.
According to Theorem 3.9, F(Q) contains a p
with n +$ p for each nEF(Q).
Let UE Q.
According to Theorem 4.1 there exists a graph
G’ = (N, A, S, T’, I) such that G ** G’, T’(a)
=p, and T’(x) = T(x) for each x E Q and x # a.
When we show that n -$, p for each n E F(Q),
then by repetition of the above argument for each
element of Q there exists a graph G” =
(N, A, S, T”, I) with G -*
G” and x E Q =
T”(x) =p; the claim of the theorem then follows
by repetition of the above argument for each
equivalence class Q .
So, let n be an element of F(Q); we shall show
that n -z, p. Since n -z p, there exists a k 2 1
and k elements n,, n2,. . . , nk of F(Q) with n = n,,
p=nkandnj+,ni+,foreachi=1,2,...,k-1.
If S(a) is not in {n,li=l,2
,..., k-l},
then
n, jG, n,+, for each i = 1, 2,. . . , k - 1 and thus
n +z, p. If S(a) = ni for some j with 1 <j < n - 1
and S(u) is not in {n,li=l,
2 ,..., j-l},
then
nj jG, n,+i for each i = 1, 2,. . . , j - 1 and nj hG,
p, which implies n +z, p. This proves the theorem. 0
We are now able to formulate and prove our
main result.
4.3. Theorem. Suppose G =* Gl, and G 3 * G2
for some graphs Gl and G2. Then there exist graphs
G’ and G” which are isomorphic such that Gl a*
G’ and G2 * * G”.
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ping F is the same for both graphs. Since both G’
and G” are final graphs, there exists in each
equivalence class Q of N elements p’(Q)
and
p”(Q)
such that T’(a) E Q implies T’(a) = p’(Q)
and T”(u) E Q implies T”(u) = p”( Q) for each
a E A. Note that if Q is of type A, then p’(Q) and
p”(Q) are both equal to the unique element from
N\I in Q.
In order to prove that G’ and G” are isomorphic we have to show the existence of bijective
mappings f,,, : N -+ N and f, : A + A such that
nGZ

=

f,(n)EZ,

f,(S(a))=S(f,(a))
fn(T’(u))

= T”(fA(u))

(6)
foreach

UEA,

for each aEA.

(7)
(8)

as follows: on each equivalence
We define f,
class Q of N, f,, is a permutation which satisfies
fn( p’( Q)) = p”(Q). This implies that equation (6)
is satisfied.
Now we define f,. For each a E A with S(u) #
Z, fA( a) is equal to a, and for each a E A with
S(a) E I, fA( a) is uniquely
determined
by
S( f, (a)) = fN (S( a)). Obviously, equation (7) is
satisfied, and it remains to be shown, that equation (8) is satisfied.
Let a belong to the equivalence class Q of A.
Then, T’(u) =p’(F(Q))
and thus f,(T’(u))
=
p”( F(Q)). We shall show that fA( a) E Q. Then,
T”( fA (a)) = p”( F( Q)), which proves equation
(8). If S(u) # I, then f, = u. If S(u) E I, then
S(a) aGr T’(a), and thus S(u) E F(Q). It follows
that f,(S(u))
E F(Q) and thus S(f,(u))
E F(Q).
Also, S( fA(u)) E I, due to equation (6). So,
S(f,(a))
a+, T”(f,(a)),
and thus T”(fa(u))
E
F(Q). It follows that fA( a) E Q, since F is injecq
tive. This proves the theorem.
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